Contributions Wanted for
*China-Arab States Science and Technology Forum*

1. Background of the Periodical

China-Arab States Technology Transfer Center, established under the initiative of Chinese President Xi Jinping on the sixth Ministerial Meeting of China-Arab States Cooperation Forum, is the only national platform for scientific and technological cooperation and technology transfer facing Arab countries. *China-Arab States Science and Technology Forum*, as a key medium for science and technology cooperation with “Belt and Road” countries and Arab states, is a comprehensive academic periodical published quarterly and distributed at home and abroad, which is in the charge of the Science and Technology Department of Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region and organized and published by the China-Arab States Technology Transfer Center. It is incorporated by the CNKI, Database of Chinese Sci-tech Periodicals, and Longyuan International Journal Network. The periodical, upholding the principle of “discussing about technology transfer and scientific and
technological cooperation, boosting China-Arab states all-round pragmatic exchanges and cooperation”, aims to provide bilateral scholars and experts with a major platform for transmission of academic information, publication of academic research achievements and contacts between researchers.

2. Scope of Manuscripts

This periodical prefers papers featuring research achievements in the following areas: China-Arab states scientific and technological exchanges and cooperation; integration of science and technology with economy and trade, culture and finance; China-Arab states scientific and technological personnel’s interaction and communication mechanism; public opinion pre-collection mechanism for China-Arab states technology transfer; protection mechanism for Chinese technologies’ intellectual property rights in Arab states; export-oriented industries’ structural adjustment on Arab-oriented technologies and products; China-Arab states scientific and technological cooperation’s influences on national diplomatic strategy; making of policies and laws for China-Arab states scientific and technological cooperation; selection of China-Arab states technology transfer and exchanges mode; technology foresight and China-Arab states scientific and technological cooperation; sustainable cooperation strategy between China and Arab states, etc..

3. Column Setting
“Belt and Road” hot issues; science and technology innovation and regional economy; science and technology investment and project management; transferring and transformation of scientific and technological achievements; management and sharing of science and technology resources; analysis and application of patent information; science and technology HR management; science and technology finance and laws, etc..

4. Manuscript Requirements

1). The submitted papers shall be scientific, technically applicable and pragmatic in content with clear thesis, sound arguments, rigorous logic and fluent text. The content shall comply to the national laws and regulations as well as rules of confidentiality.

2). The title shall be no more than 20 Chinese characters, and a sub-title is allowed if necessary. Please note foundation programs in key words.

3). The author’s name shall be positioned under the title, and information such as employer’s name, province, city and postcode shall be given in brackets under the author’s name. The author’s profile shall be noted in the order of “name (birth year), gender, birthplace, job title, academic degree, research area”.

4). Abstract in Chinese (100-300 Chinese characters) shall be written in the third person in concise and accurate language, and the content includes purposes, methods, and results or conclusion of the
research. Three to eight key words shall be given.

5). The correspondent English version of the above information shall be given.

6). The content of the paper shall be no less than 4000 characters with proper chapter and section numbering.

7). The references shall comply with the national standard GB/T 7714-2015 *Reference Rules for Information and Documentation.*

8) According to the *Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China*, the Editorial Department may make editorial modifications and abridgments in a paper. If there are special circumstances, please note in the postscript.

**5. Submission Requirements**

Please submit papers online. Emails are also available.

1). Online submission. Please log on the official website [http://www.casttc.org](http://www.casttc.org), click *China-Arab States Science and Technology Forum* on the right side to enter the “online submission system”. Please operate according to the instructions.

2) Email submission. Please send papers (in Word 2007 or lower version) to zakjlt@casttc.org. The title of the email and attachment should be: contributions+ “name of the paper” + name of the author.

The paper is at the author’s disposal if it is not adopted by the periodical in three months since the day of submission.
6. Contact Information

Address: Editorial Department of the *China-Arab States Science and Technology Forum*, F22, Building B, Yinglite Mansion, No.239 Shanghai West Road, Jinfeng District, Yinchuan, Ningxia, China

Contact number: 0086-0951-8735170

E-mail: zakkjt@casttc.org

Postcode: 750002